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Traditions in a changing world
Term 3 is always a very full and demanding one and in 2020 that has been 
no different, despite the circumstances so much has been written about. For 
our senior students this has especially been the case as important study and 
exam periods have been managed alongside the demands of the sharp end 
of the winter sporting season, a range of inter-house competitions and, for 
Year 12, all that goes with finishing school. We have enjoyed HSC showcases 
in Music and Drama; winter sports competitions have been able to be held; 
teams have thrashed it out in the National Virtual Debating competition; a 
number of athletes performed to their best at the GPS championships and a 
Passing Out Parade was able to be staged.
The presentation of such an eclectic array of activities says a good deal 
about TAS culture. It not only represents the breadth of interest and appetite 
for such things in our students, but also expresses our belief that the aim 
to engage with people in active pursuits, that challenge as much as they 
reward, can be achieved in many ways. I know that our staff commit to this 
purpose because they see the difference it makes to our students as they 
grow through their time at school and I am very grateful for that.

Academically, both our Primary and Middle Years Programmes were under 
the microscope during Term 3 as International Baccalaureate representatives 
undertook a standard review and reflection of our practice. These meetings 
involved not only staff but also the Chair and Deputy Chair of the Board, to 
whom I extend my thanks. Congratulations to Rachel Piddington and Rachel 
Holford for their work with MYP and the Middle School and Veronica Waters 
as co-ordinator of PYP and the entire Junior School staff for the absolute 
success of these evaluations.

Throughout all of 2020 our Year 12 cohort have represented their school in 
an exemplary manner and set a fine example for the younger students in 
confronting adversity, and I thank them for it most wholeheartedly. Their 
Valedictory Week was very different to the traditional format that has been 
followed since my time at TAS due to the pandemic and the limitations 
therein, however we were delighted to welcome back Ashoor Khan (OA 
2005) to be special guest at their prize giving assembly. It, along with other 
hallmark events such as the Lining of the Drive and the Valedictory Service, 
were livestreamed to our Year 12 families. Whilst all would have preferred it 
to have been otherwise, these milestones were no less meaningful to Year 
12s, their families, staff and the School as in previous years.

Another significant milestone marked on the final day of term was the 
20th anniversary of Middle School. Students welcomed back Mr Dennis 
Dempster, the inaugural Head of Middle School, who spoke (along with 
Ashoor Khan) about that first year and the continued relevance of middle 
schooling.

The world our students will be walking into has changed very much, some 
commentators say irrevocably. However, we have been able to demonstrate 
the strength of our community, maintain our rituals and traditional events 
and adapt to ever changing conditions in a manner that has bound us 
together and perhaps even made us stronger and more resolute as a 
School.

FROM THE

HEAD OF SCHOOL
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In 2000 one of the first middle schools in Australia welcomed its first 
students – and 20 years later, it was the current students who welcomed 
back some of the founding staff.

On the last day of term, the 20th anniversary of TAS Middle School was 
celebrated with a sense of pride, optimism and a continued belief that 
the model is as relevant as ever in offering differentiated teaching and 
residential programs for those in early adolescence. Celebrations started 
with a whole school photo before students were entertained with the 
filmed Middle School radio play ‘Jane and the Giant Peach’, an adaptation 
of Roald Dahl’s book that was originally to have been performed on 
stage but took on a different format due to COVID restrictions. 
Later in the day Year 8 leaders Henry Kirton and Bella Fernance 
compered the official proceedings. Current Head of Middle School Mr 
Mark Harrison spoke about the current offering including the IB Middle 
Years Programme; Old Armidalian Ashoor Khan who was in Year 7 in 
2000 shared some of his memories and founding Head of Middle School 
Mr Dennis Dempster reflected on the educational and pastoral benefits 
of middle schooling, paying tribute to the vision of Headmaster Murray 
Guest.

“It seems like only yesterday that Seonia Wark, Ian Lloyd, Walter Sprinkle 
and I were welcoming our first group of Middle School students. Not to 
be forgotten, the fifth Beatle, Pip Warrick, standing in the wings ensuring 
that all went well.

“What an incredible day it was following two years 

of planning by a dedicated group of people who 

believed in the importance of having a program 

specifically designed for students in their middle 

years of schooling,” said Mr Dempster.

As Archie Pengilley and Gus Sevil played the bagpipes, students packed 
a time capsule with all sorts of things from 2020 for the future (including 
several items to remind future historians of the pandemic). Henry, Bella 
and Ashoor Khan then buried it near a large rock in the Middle School 
garden. And what sort of birthday would it be without cake – devoured 
enthusiastically by the current crop of TAS Middle Schoolers.

 

MIDDLE SCHOOL 2020

Attending the celebrations were Therese and Dennis Dempster, 
Ian Lloyd (founding Head of Middle School Boarding), Ashoor 
Khan, Head of Middle School Mark Harrison, Seonia Wark 
(former MS teacher), Head of School Alan Jones and former 
Director of Enrolments Pip Warrick

Former student Ashoor Khan buries a time 
capsule assisted by Henry Kirton and Bella 
Fernance

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

MIDDLE SCHOOL
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“What you do matters, but who you are is what really counts.  And being 
true to yourself.  Give yourself some permission to evolve, try some 
things that challenge you, take some risks and do not be afraid to fail.  
And remember you will never please everybody in life, so do not worry 
too much about what other people will think.  In the end, the people 
who care about you most, will be proud of you when you are the most 
authentic version of yourself.“

So reflected Ashoor Khan (00-05) at the Year 12 presentation assembly, 
held on 23 September.  

Ashoor said the thing he treasured most from his time at TAS was the 
relationships he formed, and urged students to savour that as much as 
the other things they had learnt. 

“Your time at TAS has taught you confidence, strength, resilience, 
humility, and agility.  You have all demonstrated these qualities over 
the last six to twelve months in particular, and in the long run, these 
life lessons will be valuable in the future…but while you are preparing 
for your exams, pause and take a moment to reflect on what you have 
got out of your years here, what you enjoyed the most and what you 
will really miss about this place. Because it will be these memories that 
will provide you with great solace and endless laughter in the years to 
come.”

That night house dinners were held on campus, commemorations 
culminating the following day, the journey of Year 12 symbolically 
ending with the Valedictory Walk down the front drive lined by 
the School, to their final chapel service and the candle ceremony. 
Afterwards at a formal lunch in the Dining Hall, Year 12 signed a new 
Valedicts Register (one of the Year 12 gifts to the School) and OAU 
President Stewart McRae presented them with their ties and pendants 
as they symbolically moved from being students to alumni. It was the 
culmination of weeks of milestones, including lunches in the Lodge 
hosted by Mr and Mrs Jones who were keen to learn about the future 
plans of each student, and a visit to Transition from 10 students whose 
TAS journey started there 14 years ago; indeed six of them, Stuart 
Epworth, Cooper Gerdes, Aiden Rogers-Ellis, Jack Sewell, Matthew Wark 
and Thomas Wu spent their entire schooling together at TAS.  

In a new initiative, Middle School students made good luck cards for 
each of the valedicts, acknowledging their special challenges and 
thanking them for their contribution to the school. Perhaps none will be 
more visible than their gift of two large boards hung in the Covered Way, 
one inscribed with the words of the rugby warcry ‘To The Old Boys’and 
other, with the words of a new school song the outgoing leaders  
developed to be used at events where students are representing their 
School. With the title ‘Invictus Maneo’  - “I remain unbeaten” – it offers an 
inspiring and pertinent message of resilience and hope that will forever 
be associated with the COVID class of 2020.

Valedictory  - a week of farewells
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“Now a sudden a whisper got about, 

That toilet paper would be running out, 

Then that whisper suddenly turned to a shout, 

When two very loyal mothers fought it out. 

In the sought-out Woolworths aisle nine, 

For the last bag of Quilton, extra fine.”

Stirling Munsie, in an empty school quadrangle, laments the 
absence of his mates in his poem on coronavirus that was named 
runner-up in a national writing competition

Award-winning COVID poem a nod to the times

Supermarket fights over toilet paper, the boredom of Zoom classes 
and missing mischievous mates – Stirling Munsie’s poetic portrayal 
of life in COVID-19 has been named runner up in a national writing 
competition.

The Year 10 student said he was “pretty taken aback” to hear his 
piece had been named Year 9/10 runner up in the ‘What Matters’ 
writing competition run by the Whitlam Institute at Western 
Sydney University, which attracted more than 4000 entries this 
year.

“The subject was pretty obvious, coronavirus was the only thing 
that seemed to matter and as time went on it just underlined the 
relevance of it. I guess the humour helped balance the seriousness 
of it.”

Classmate Hugo Catterall was also shortlisted as a finalist in the 
Year 9/10 division. The competition, now in its 16th year, aims to 
encourage young Australians to speak up on an issue affecting 
themselves, humanity and the nation. The overall competition 
winner will be announced at an awards ceremony later in the year. 

Miss Lo is Oxford-bound
Geography and Modern History students from Years 11 and 12 officially 
farewelled Miss Hannah Lo, who left TAS this term for a sabbatical 
year and a half studying an MBA at Oxford University. Miss Lo will be 
an affiliate member of St Hugh's College and has already joined the 
prestigious The Oxford Union debating society. The TAS community 
wishes her well and looks forward to all that she will bring back to TAS 
when she returns in 2022.

Trio selected for NYSF
“Clearer career choices” is what three Year 11 students will be hoping to 
get from the National Youth Science Forum, a meeting of some of the 
brightest young minds from the country to be held in January.
Piyumi Ekanayake, Alexander Hall and Lachlan Hey have all been 
selected for the two-week forum, hosted by Australian National 
University as a way of encouraging students to take up tertiary 
study, research and employment in the areas of science, technology, 
engineering and mathematics (STEM).
Participants chose one of six streams, with Piyumi opting for Biology, 
and Lachlan and Alexander interested in Engineering. 
“Because of the countless STEM pathways, this opportunity will give me 
a better understanding of possible careers and what truly interests me,” 
Piyumi said.
However instead of heading to Canberra as in past years, the forum’s 
format will be very different in light of the pandemic.
“Instead, the first week will be held online, then we will have face-to-
face workshops at various regional breakout centres for the second 
week,” Lachlan said. 
“Not that that is all bad – one of the benefits of it being online is that it 
enables access to speakers from around the world including past Nobel 
Prize winners and NYSF alumni." 
The attendance at the forum has been made possible by the Armidale 
North Rotary Club, Rotary having been a long-term supporter of the 
National Youth Science Forum.

Photo: Alexander Hall, Piyumi Ekanayake and Lachlan Hey have been 
selected for the National Youth Science Forum next January

Alexander Hall, Piyumi Ekanayake and 
Lachlan Hey have been selected for the 
National Youth Science Forum next January
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Despite all the challenges affecting their preparations, the talents of our 
Year 12 Music students shone brightly at this year's Final Note performance 
held on 4 September. The diversity of instruments, genres and pieces said 
much about them as individuals and as a class. From Liszt and Chopin to 
Duke Ellington and a selection of Australian composers of both classical 
and contemporary styles, the catalogue was a journey of commitment, hard 
work and joy, evident to the small audience able to gather in the Hoskins 
Centre and the much larger one who watched the performance as it was 
livestreamed. Piano, cello, clarinet, voice, guitar and percussion all featured in 
what was the final student performance prior to HSC marking.

final note
MUSICIANS HIT THEIR

ENCORE nomination for talented performer
The breadth and depth of the musical talent of Hattie Oates has been 
recognised with her nomination for inclusion in the HSC Music showcase, 
ENCORE.
Hattie, an accelerated student who is completing Music 1 in Year 11, has 
been nominated for four pieces: ‘Lost Without You’ by Freya Ridings; ‘I Say 
a Little Prayer’ by Burt Bacharach and Hal David; ‘If I Ain't Got You‘ by Alicia 
Keys and a self composition, ‘Runaway’. 
She also supported two other students by singing and playing guitar as 
accompaniment to their HSC performances.
“The nomination is not only a testament to my own practice, but more 
so the incredible accompanists, Denis Dos Santos Arakaki and Warwick 
Dunham, who made each performance possible. A huge thank you also 
goes to my incredible teacher Mrs Roobol, who assisted in the fine tuning 
of each song, making them into the best performance they could be. 
I feel honoured to have been nominated,” said Hattie, who has her eyes on 
a professional musical career.
“After working on these four pieces over the last 6 months, receiving an 
ENCORE nomination is definitely a very rewarding way to finish the  
Music 1 HSC course.“
Hattie started learning the guitar at age 11 and has been a regular 
performer around the North West for some years, including on the main 
stage at last year’s Tamworth Country Music Festival.
The final ENCORE selections will be announced in December.

Hattie Oates

Rick Nutt played a saxophone duet for his 
first piece and sang for his second

Jenna McLeod Lily Neilson Xavier Walsh

Andrew Kirk performs his own composition, a drum duet with fellow 
student Alistair Le Surf
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Creativity and resilience on stage
Creativity and resilience came together on 10 
August in Curtain Up, the showcase of HSC 
Drama. Overcoming the hurdles of remote 
learning that affected their preparation, the 
seven students collaboratively devised an 
outstanding group project ‘The Gentlemen’s 
Club’ which explored themes such as male 
privilege, colonialism, economic rivalry, 
class and friendship in a humorous piece 

full of physical theatre. The class (William 
Braham, Lucas Cotterell, Jai Farrell, Cooper 
Gerdes, Colby Hanes, John Moore and 
Rick Nutt) also performed seven distinctly 
different monologues exploring a range of 
issues that entertained, moved and at times 
challenged the audience – both the slimmed 
down, socially distanced one in the Hoskins 
auditorium, and those parents and friends 

watching the livestream, at home. For some of 
the students it meant having to radically alter 
their original ideas to respond to the changing 
circumstances of the time; for all of them it was 
a reflection of their grit and character and the 
support and guidance of their teachers Mrs 
Cleaver and Mr O’Connell.

John Moore

Rick Nutt William Braham Colby Hanes

Lucas Cotterell Jai Farrell

'The Gentlemen's Club'
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Diverse works from Visual Arts students
Recent world events provided powerful inspiration for the bodies of work from a number of students in this year’s Visual Arts students. Drought, 
bushfires, the Northern Australia live cattle ban and the Menindee River fish kill as well as the obvious impact of the coronavirus on society were 
amongst the themes explored, while the works themselves comprised a range of mediums including sculpture, photography, needlework, paper 
mache and mosaic.  COVID-19 restrictions meant students were unable to present their work to family and friends at an exhibition in the Hoskins 
Centre, however a video assemblage is being made available to parents.

Clancy Roberts created editions of a mock magazine satirising fashion and 
culture in a time of coronavirus

Part of Samantha Crossle's work inspired by the 'naive' style of Frida Kahlo

Hilton Jackson used endemic materials for his sculpture reflecting on the Menindee fish kills 

Megan Schmitt snuggles into her sculpture 
‘Bob Gets Exported’
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Technology students  
project themselves
The Trades Training Centre was a hive of activity during the term 
as Year 12 Design & Technology and Industrial Technology Timber 
students measured, cut, planed, mortised, riveted and polished their 
way to completion of their major works. Tables, seats and benches 
dominated the ITT works while the D&T projects were inspired by 
the life experience of students  - including innovations to stockyards 
to lessen manpower for handling and drafting sheep and cattle; 
an automatic bicycle chain oiler; a concertina table/chair/footrest 
that folds away for storage and a ute-mounted combination tool 
box and dog box. In D&T, portfolios outlining the idea, design and 
construction process, are as important to the final mark as the 
finished product.

Hilton Jackson’s clock table clearly took up a lot of 'time' to create

Charlie Kerr created a multi-use folding furniture ensemble

Jack Davidson and his coffee table

Niall Moore constructed a combination tool and dog box
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With so much else in the co-curricular world 
that has been impacted by COVID, around 25 
students from Years 7-12 have been powering 
along in the background in the National Virtual 
Debating competition, run by the Association 
of Independent Schools of NSW, this year 
involving 100 teams from schools in every state 
and territory. In its fourth year TAS entered 
four teams, including for the first time one 
from Middle School and the growth in both 
the development of debaters and the broader 
interest has been palpable. The Year 9-12 
debates are impromptu, with teams getting 
the topic and then an hour to prepare for the 
debate when they aim to speak for up to seven 
minutes. The MS teams get their topics a week 
ahead.

The 9/10 teams were undefeated in their 
five debates, finishing top of their group and 
booking a berth in the knockout national 
finals. The Year 7/8 team will be joining them, 
having won two from three, while the Year 12 
team just missed out, tieing with Canberra Girls 
Grammar and PLC Perth each having two wins 
and a loss but on count back, came third by 
just a single point out of 1200!

The competition has been a wonderful 
opportunity to develop new skills and 
experience different debating approaches 
and styles from a broad range of schools. The 
profile of debating generally has been raised 
with inter-house debating being held during 
this year’s smaller, COVID-limited assemblies; 
in the second week of term Abbott House 
were successful against Croft in the senior 
competition, while Croft took the honours over 
Broughton in Middle School. 

Inter-house public speaking also featured 
during Term 3. Following the format of the 
Lawrence Campbell Oratory Competition, 
senior school competitors were given three 
phrases from which to choose one as the 
basis for their speech. Mr Jones had a tough 
job separating the six competitors, with 
Lachlan Reiss-Wears (Croft) taking the honours 
with his take on ‘It was the best of times, it 
was the worst of times’. Simultaneously, Year 
6-8 students were inspired, informed and 
entertained in the Middle School competition, 
in which speakers chose one of three supplied 
images to interpret as they wished; Sophie 
Rogers of Tyrrell House being adjudicated by 
Mr Harrison and Mr Wheatley as best speaker.

TAS Lawrence Campbell  
Oratory Competition

One inter-school co-curricular fixture that 
was able to go ahead this year was the 
Lawrence Campbell Oratory Competition, 
the public speaking competition for GPS/
CAS schools. 

In a high-pressure setting, students are 
given three topics from which to choose 
one, and then have 15 minutes to come 
up with an eight minute speech. No 
resources such as internet are allowed. 
For his chosen topic ‘Believe you can and 
you're halfway there', Lachlan Reiss-
Wears (pictured) said the hardest part of 
making change for good is altering our 
own behaviour, rather than simply joining 
social movements and expecting others 
to be the facilitators of change. The 
competition, held on 18 September, was 
hosted by Shore and conducted online 
using both Zoom and a simultaneous 
webinar. 

Debaters argue their case to national finals

Lachlan Reiss-Wears
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PODIUM FINISH  
 FOR ATHLETE AT GPS CHAMPIONSHIPS

The Armidale School’s Samuel Jones wrapped up his school 
athletics career in fine style with two podium finishes at the Athletic 
Association of Great Public Schools championships held at Sydney 
Olympic Park Athletic Centre on 1 August.

The TAS Captain of Athletics finished third in the Open 800m 
championship event in a time of 1:59:63 and also took bronze in 
the Open1500m championship (4:17:25), replicating his result in 
the same event last year. It was the sixth year Sam and teammates 
James O’Brien and Remy Taylor had competed for TAS at the 
GPS championships. During his time at TAS Sam represented his 
school and state in various other meets including the Australian 
Junior Athletics championships, NSW All Schools, and Combined 
Independent Schools titles. 

Almost making the podium at the GPS titles was Nick O’Neil, 
who recorded the fourth fastest time in the Under 17 100m, 
clocking11:44. Nick came fifth in the 200m championship event. The 
results reflected a commitment from a small but dedicated team, 
despite challenges caused by COVID which included the cancellation 
of the school’s athletics carnival. Training included two sessions at 
the Tamworth Sports Dome and a camp during the school holidays.

Sam Jones tears down the straight in the Open 1500m

Shooter selected for Combined AAGPS team
Selection of Lachlan Hey into the Combined Athletic Association of 
Great Public Schools Rifle Shooting team was a highlight for TAS at the 
AAGPS championships at Hornsby Rifle Range on 21-22 July.

Shooting in the event for the third year, Lachlan particularly impressed 
in the 500m stage of the Rawson Cup on Monday 21 July, being the 
highest scorer of the 64 competitors from eight schools, with seven 
bullseyes including five V-Bulls.
 
Meanwhile on the second day Lachlan’s younger brother Rowan (Year 
10) secured four V-Bulls to come equal top in the Buchanan Shield, 
a 300m eight-shot deliberate stage followed by an eight-shot snap 
application with the target turned away every five seconds. TAS was 
unplaced in each of the three matches, the third being the NRA Shield 
shot at 600m on the first day of competition.

With the vast majority of last year’s squad comprising Year 12s, this 
year’s TAS team was a smaller and much younger outfit, the 11-shooters 
including only one Year 12 student and four, in just Year 9. The School’s 
Shooting Coordinator David Lawrence said it was a tough season for 
the young team with preparation interrupted for months by COVID-19 
restrictions. 

Ongoing coronavirus restrictions means the Combined AAGPS team 
was a Merit team only with the cancellation of the annual Josephson 
Shield competition against representative U25 shooters from district 
rifle associations and universities teams that usually takes place the 
weekend after the GPS championships. 

Head of School Alan Jones presented Lachlan Hey with his GPS tie after his 
selection in the Combined AAGPS rifle shooting team
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Footballers net second round of  
Independent Schools Cup
It has been five months between football games, but solid defence 
and overall fitness played to the advantage of the TAS First XI, which 
defeated Carinya Christian School in a close second round match of 
the Independent Schools’ Associations’ Football Cup in Tamworth on 
22 July.

The win – in a penalty shootout after a 1-1 draw at the bell – replicated 
the result of the previous round in the knockout competition, when 
TAS narrowly defeated Calrossy Anglican School on 27 February. 

The hosts had the upper hand early on and scored in the first 15 
minutes, knocking the confidence of the highland team who had 
been conceding the field of play in their own half from the start. TAS 
regained its momentum and built on that, equalling the score in the 
final minutes of the game. The rules of the competition meant it was 
then down to a penalty shootout, with TAS taking the best of the five.
 
TAS was then due to meet Lindisfarne Anglican Grammar School from 
Tweed Heads in the third round of the knockout, however had to forfeit 
due to COVID travel restrictions, putting TAS into the fourth round 
against a Sydney school. However this was also then not possible due 
to the pandemic, with the competition truncated early. 

Hockey premiers undefeated
Going through the season undefeated and taking out the Women’s 
Second Grade premiership was the leading highlight for TAS season in 
this year’s Hockey New England competition.

The TAS Firsts girls team won all 10 games, scoring 48 goals and only 
conceding eight. Lily Neilson was awarded highest goal scorer not only 
in the second grade competition with 16 goals, but also netted the 
same number to be the highest goal scorer in first grade for Harlies (no 
TAS team competed in the women’s first grade competition).

Amongst other competition results, the U13s TAS girls also finished 
top of the table winning seven of eight games, while in the men’s 
competitions the TAS First XI, C grade, 16 White and U11 teams all 
finished second in the competition and TAS father Campbell Nicoll, a 
member of the TAS C-grade team, being the overall top C grade men’s 
goal scorer with 10 goals.

The TAS First XI had a close win over Carinya Christian School in the 
second round of the CIS knockout competition. Pictured are (back row 
l-r) Remy Taylor, Isaiah Ruming, Benjamin Simmonds, Lachlan Galbraith, 
Ryan Oschadleus (goalie), Jack Van Roy, Xavier Walsh, Cotter Litchfield, 
Jaden Carroll, Andrew Kirk, (front) Stuart Epworth, Mehdi Ahsan, Louis 
Cannington, Colby Hanes, Toby Smith, Mac Orr 

The undefeated second grade premiers: (back row, l-r) Kim Taylor (coach), 
Mackenzie Constable, Eliza Crawford, Jeanie Inglis, Sophie McRae, Emily 
Buntine, Bronte Dagg, Hannah Neilson, Nicola Simmons, Maddie Rodgers, 
Lily Etheridge, Kate Atkins (goalie, NEGS), (front) Lucy Ball, Mary Flannery, 
Lily Neilson, Jenna McLeod, Kathryn Allen 

Sophie McRae challenges for the ball
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“Making the most of the opportunities we got”: for The Armidale 
School’s captain of rugby Harry Deshon of Lightning Ridge, says as much 
about the season that almost didn’t happen, as it did about the team’s 
Opens 17-0 grand final win in the North West Regional Youth Rugby 
competition against arch-rivals Farrer Memorial Agricultural High School 
on 18 September. The result was a reversal of the 5-20 loss to Farrer in 
round two, the only loss for the TAS Firsts all season. 
 
TAS made a return to the northern competition after an absence of 
some years, COVID-restrictions meaning participating against fellow GPS 
schools in Sydney as in past years, was just not possible. The traditional 
rivals met each other in four grand finals on the night, TAS taking the 
Opens and 16s trophies. 
 
“We were all really disappointed that the GPS games couldn’t go ahead, 
but everyone was just pleased we were able to take to the paddock 
and play the games we could and wanted to make the most of every 
opportunity,” Harry said.  
 
The team included Sam Skipper, who was selected to attend a NSW 
Waratahs Next Gen development camp during the October holidays. 

The TAS 16As finished the season undefeated with a nail-biting 8-5 win. 
With the score 5-all at the bell, the game went into extra time with TAS 
slotting a penalty from the sideline. 
 
TAS Director of Rugby AJ Whalley said the real winners were all those 
who got to take to the field in the competition. “Back in March we were 
very unsure if we were going to get any games at all and in the mindset 
that any game would be a bonus.  So to get nine games under our belt 
in a structured season, including semi-finals and then a grand final, 
was a very pleasing way for the boys and girls to finish.  It’s just been so 
important for their wellbeing,” he said.  
 
Mr Whalley said because there wasn’t the same amount of travel 
involved as with Sydney fixtures and the games were played on a Friday 
night, it also meant this year there were students playing rugby whose 
commitments in other years wouldn’t have allowed that, giving them 
the opportunity to play for the first time.   

Rugby girls make stand alone debut
It was an historic day on 7 August with the debut appearance of 
the first two stand-alone TAS girls rugby teams in the North West 
Regional Youth Rugby competition. The girls lost more games 
than they won, but this was no reflection of their enthusiasm and 
commitment to training under coach Mr Will Waterson – for many, it 
being the first time they had even touched a rugby ball. U16s team 
members Charlotte Brunyee and Brigdet Burnett also took to the field 
during the season as Assistant Referees, including grand final day.

Charlotte Brunyee on her way to score against a combined  
NEGS/O’Connor team

 TAS TAKES  

regional rugby championships 
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Production talents a Sideshow
There’s so much that goes into a live performance - and members of 
the TAS Technical Production team shared their skill and knowledge 
presenting their project TAS SIDESHOW during the term. Starting 
back when students were in isolation in early Term 2, Hoskins Centre 
Operations Manager Mr Michael Cornford put together the project to 
help students learn about all the work involved in staging a production, 
incorporating his own experience studying technical production at 
NIDA. The students wrote sketches, acted them out, operated lighting 
and sound, and designed their sets and props. 

April Johnson takes the ball 

Austin Pease and Ethan Bellman work the desk for one of the sketches in 
Sideshow

Best season yet for netballers 
The biggest season yet for TAS netball wrapped up on the last weekend of 
term after a record six teams took to the courts in the blue and white. TAS 
1, which played in the top division in the Armidale Netball competition, 
placed third overall, the best result to date. TAS 2 finished second in 
Division 2 with the team improving significantly over the season following 
some big losses in early fixtures. TAS 3 finished sixth, TAS 4 were placed 
fourth, TAS 5 finished third and TAS 6 finished seventh.
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Passing Out Parade 

While families and friends were unable to attend in person due to the 
pandemic, the TAS Cadet Unit’s annual Ceremonial Passing Out Parade 
was able to go ahead on 11 September and was once again a splendid 
farewell to the departing Year 12 cadets.
Having rehearsed for some weeks, the entire unit from Year 8-12, 
showed pride and discipline with their drill and sense of occasion. There 
were some modifications due to COVID-safe guidelines: the Cadet 
Band was restricted to pipes and drums and the parade was reviewed 
by Head of School Mr Jones with Major Angus Murray, the Unit’s CO, 
reading out an address of goodwill from the Commander of the New 
South Wales 2nd Australian Army Cadet COL Tara Bucknall who had 
been invited to be this year’s special guest, before restrictions prevented 
her attendance.
“As Army Cadets as well as TAS students you understand well the 
importance of values. The challenge I put to you is to incorporate 
those values into all aspects of your life, within and outside of cadets. 
Think about them before you speak to someone, post something on 
social media or make a decision. Consider what you are about to say 
or do against those values and what they stand for, the tradition they 
represent, and you will be well prepared,” COL Bucknall said in her read 
address.
Unfortunately COVID also meant the traditional Dining In Night which 
normally follows the parade was unable to be held this year; nor were 
there any awards from last year’s annual camp presented due to the 
camp being cancelled because of bushfires and smoke – Nymboida 
Canoe Centre itself partly succumbing to the flames.

Major Murray said overcoming the particular challenges faced by the 
Unit of the past year only enhanced, rather than diminished, the spirit of 
resilience and adventure which was a hallmark of the unit.  

“For some of them, the skills they have learned will set them apart from 
the crowd in their professional and personal lives; for others embarking 
on a life in the Australian Defence Force, today stands as a prelude to 
the future. This occasion is the most significant ceremonial event of The 
Armidale School Cadet Unit and we are pleased to be able to show to 
the School community the quality of our cadets and their commitment 
to individual and collective discipline on display here today.”

The parade was livestreamed to the TAS community.

A PROUD DISPLAY

Head of School Alan Jones inspects the parade

Hezekiah Bird on parade CUO Piyumi Ekanayake
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Trio attend AIEF Graduation Ceremony
It was a milestone occasion for Leon Kelly, Sancia Ridgeway and William 
Koraba as they attended, online, the AIEF Class of 2020 Graduation 
Ceremony on 17 August. AIEF Deputy CEO Renee Coffey opened 
proceedings with an Acknowledgement of Country before Australian 
Indigenous Education Fund Executive Director Andrew Penfold AM 
delivered a live address to the graduating class.  He urged them to 
remember the lessons of perseverance, resilience and tenacity they 
have learned throughout their boarding school journeys, and to be 
proud of reaching the milestone of Year 12 completion and being 
part of the next generation of Indigenous leaders.  Delivering video 
messages of congratulations were AIEF Patron-in-Chief and Governor-
General of Australia, His Excellency the Honourable David Hurley AC 
DSC (Ret’d) and three AIEF alumni now at university. The proceedings 
wrapped up with video messages from the Class of 2020 about what 
completing Year 12 means to them, their families and communities. TAS 
is grateful to AIEF for their partnership in making a difference to the lives 
of Indigenous Australians.

Sancia wins Marie Bashir Peace Award
Acknowledging her contributions to harmony and social justice within 
her school and wider community, Year 12 student Sancia Ridgeway 
has been awarded a Dame Marie Bashir Peace Award. The awards, 
named in honour of former NSW Governor Dame Professor Marie 
Bashir, recognise women who have made an outstanding contribution 
to harmony in many ways and those who have fostered harmonious 
relationships and shown persistence and courage in the field of peace 
and harmony within the wider society.

A proud young Gumbaynggirr woman from Sawtell on the NSW north 
Coast, Sancia is a school prefect and student leader who has worked 
to foster positive and harmonious relationships. This has included 
winning the national ‘What Matters’ Writing Competition in 2018; 
volunteering at Minimbah Primary School during school lunchtimes 
as part of a long-runing TAS program and teaching and leading 
a performance of a traditional Aboriginal women’s dance at the 
International Conference of Round Square schools in India in 2019.

Head of School Alan Jones congratulated Sancia on winning the 
award, saying she “has done much within and beyond the school 
community to raise awareness of human rights and social justice 
issues whilst also working on strategies to help close the gap.”

Leon Kelly, Sancia Ridgeway and William Koraba take part in the AIEF 
graduation ceremony

Right: Valedictory special guest Ashoor Khan presents Sancia Ridgeway  
with a Dame Marie Bashir Peace Prize

The Cadet Band was restricted to bagpipes and drums
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Enthusiastic speakers
The annual Tri-Schools Shield debating competition between TAS, 
PLC and NEGS may have been put on hold, but Middle School 
students have had plenty of opportunities to exercise their skills 
during the term.
Competing for the first time in the National Virtual Debating 
Competition, a Middle school team (the mainstays being Year 7 
students Jack Coddington, Daniel Emmery and Samuel Krishnan) 
is now into the elimination finals. At inter-house level, it was Croft 
which out-debated Broughton in the final held early in the term, 
following the qualifiers in Term 2. 
However it was Tyrrell House which won the inter-house public 
speaking, Sophie Rogers (Year 7) reflecting on drought and 
regeneration.

Jack Coddington, Samuel Krishnan and Daniel Emmery are through to the 
national finals of the National Virtual Debating Competition

Avid readers off to national finals of literary quiz
What do you call a dog with gloves? And what was the name of the 
dragon that came from an egg found in The Spine mountain? 
 
Successfully answering these two questions (a boxer; Saphira) and 
dozens of others like it, a team of avid readers in Year 7 will now 
compete in the national final of the 2020 Kids’ Lit Quiz after winning the 
Armidale heat on 28 July.

The diverse reading interests of Scarlett Buntine, Charlotte Craig, 
Samuel Guppy and Austin Pease delivered them a finals berth after 
they successfully answered the most number of correct literary-related 
questions in eight categories: dogs, insects, islands, journeys, masks, pot 
luck, reptiles and riddles. The foursome will be looking at expanding 
their reading further in the lead up to the national finals to be held early 
in Term 4.

Nineteen teams of primary and secondary students from Armidale, 
Inverell and Tenterfield took part in the Armidale heat of the annual 
literature competition, in which teams of four students, aged 10 to 14, 
work together to answer wide-ranging literary questions. 

Samuel Guppy, Austin Pease, Scarlett Buntine and Charlotte Craig are 
already preparing for the national final of the Kids Lit Quiz

Jane and the Giant Peach
In Term 1 TAS Middle School students commenced work on the play 
Jane and the Giant Peach - cue a global pandemic, and it was not until 
the end of Term 3 that this work could finally be brought to audiences 
in the form of a radio play. The work was shared with students on the 
last day of term at the Middle School 20th anniversary celebrations, 
with families able to watch it online. The students and production team 
learnt a huge amount through the process of putting the modified work 
together, a testament to the resilience and creativity of the students and 
staff involved. The ingenious approach to ensuring ‘the show must go 
on’ was itself an example of the creativity of the School’s co-curricular 
program.

Right: Director Mr Andrew Wheatley and producer Mr Andrew O’Connell 
record a take of the filmed radio play version of Jane and the Giant Peach
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 It was a big term in Junior School for the 
International Baccalaureate Primary Years 
Programme (PYP), culminating in an appraisal 
of the delivery and the staging of the Year 5 
Exhibition in challenging circumstances.

For three days at the end of term teachers 
were joined online by IB representatives 
who evaluated the content, teaching and 
outcomes of the Junior School PYP. Rather 
than an assessment of the standards and 
practices implemented since the adoption 
of the principles of IB, the review provided 
the opportunity to have a guided reflection 
and feedback session on the Junior School 
IB journey. The review process was not only 
informative but supportive and will help map 
out and prepare the direction of the PYP in 
Junior School for years to come.

The review came on the back of the annual 
Year 5 PYP Exhibition which this year had the 
Transdisciplinary Theme, ‘How the World Works’. 

students worked in groups with an adult 
mentor to explore the central idea ‘Scientific 
and technological advances impact people’s 
lives’. Each group unpacked this with reference 
to a particular area of interest: air, train and sea 
transport; automotive; fashion and textiles; 
science and medicine and defence. Within this 
the students created their conceptual lines 
of inquiry and task cards based on the key 
concepts, delegated responsibilities amongst 
group members and set to work. 

What resulted was an incredibly deep 
exploration of work across teaching and 
learning disciplines that clearly reflected 
the interest, engagement and creativity of 
each student and every group. With COVID 
restrictions preventing a ‘real’ exhibition 
from being held as in past years, students 
celebrated their work on mini-websites they 
created which were incorporated into an 
exhibition website. To view the exhibition, 
go to https://sites.google.com/as.edu.au/
pypexhibitionyear52020/home

Flying high with pyp

Chloe Dennison, Norah Al-Qahtani and Arabella Blanchard learnt about spinning from Mrs Bronwyn Clarke

Saxon Muirhead, Joe Fenwicke and Andi Li with 
David Hardman talking about vintage cars
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Ocean solutions
As part of National Science Week Year 4 explored this year’s theme: 
'Deep Blue: innovations for the future of our oceans.' They explored the 
current problems faced by oceans, worked out the cause of these and 
came up with actions they could take to help look after the oceans. They 
then designed, constructed and had great fun testing a sailboat. As part 
of their PYP unit ‘How we express ourselves‘ the students then designed 
a cartoon to influence tourist behaviour while in or on our oceans. Real 
world science problems!

Recycle, Reuse, Repurpose & Reduce
A brilliant time was had on Activites Day on 14 August, with students 
completing a range of projects highlighting all that can be done to 
enhance our use of our resources. From creating six more veggie 
gardens (and painting the rocks to decorate them), designing gardens 
and planting seedlings, creating echidna planters, sorting rubbish and 
devising improved systems for recycling, the Junior School Student 
Representative Council has started the ball rolling to reinvigorate a 
better student understanding of how to help the planet. 

Year 4 students Minnie Chick, Zana Ross, Arabella Blanchard and Izzy 
Glover screw together panels for a new vegetable garden bed

Sign-singing in a time of silence
As part of a unit of inquiry in Music, Miss Fletcher’s Year 2 students 
looked at communication generally, how we communicate in a music 
ensemble and how this extends to communicating and sharing music 
to the deaf community. The students were delighted with their efforts 
learning how to sign-sing ‘Fireflies’ by Owl City. To view the video, go to: 
https://youtu.be/ybRp9DBpsyo
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The centenary of a special royal visit                       
“But can that small, pitifully tired looking man (we should prefer to call 
him a boy), be heir to the throne of the greatest country in the world? 
It is hard to realise we have the honour to be in his presence! Then the 
strains of ‘God Save the King’ are played, the Prince mounts the dais 
where he is cheered again, and how we wait upon his words!” 

So wrote WF Wentworth-Sheilds, student editor of The Armidalian about 
what was possibly one of the greatest publicity coups in the history of 
TAS – the visit by HRH Edward, Prince of Wales, on 5 August 1920, his 
only visit to a non-government school during a long royal tour to thank 
Australia for its support of the Empire in the First World War.   

Representing the School at a function in honour of HRH in Sydney 
April 1920, the Headmaster Rev Archdall personally invited the 26 
year-old Prince to visit TAS when he would be making his way north 
to Queensland by train, months later.  The school had not yet had 
electricity connected but a temporary arrangement was made to have 
lights installed which picked out the lines of the main building. Students 
and staff from other Armidale schools, the Directors of the Board, 
distinguished Old Boys and leading citizens were invited to attend the 
reception in Big School, decorated in wattle and gum trees, “fitting 
enough for a wedding” as one described it. Fifteen Old Boys who served 
in the war provided a guard of honour and were presented to the Prince, 
along with the Masters, Matron and the Senior Prefect LC Stephen.

 “The boys rent the air with cheer upon cheer, and a no less enthusiastic 
reception came from the girls of the New England Girls’ School, who 
occupied the stairway overlooking the hall.” 

The Prince then addressed the gathering: 
“I know the School's splendid record in 
the war. I was very glad to have been able 
to shake hands with some of the diggers 
who were here when I came in. The best 
advice anybody can give to you is to follow 
the example they and all the Old Boys who 
went overseas gave you. It was a splendid 
example indeed.” 

archives
FROM THE

He pledged to “go away feeling throroughly Australian at heart”, 
promised the students of the Dominions an extra week’s holiday, then 
stood for several minutes before the new Honour Board reading the 
names of the 260 Old Boys who served. The Bishop asked the boys 
to deliver three cheers – which they enthusiastically did (twice), then 
they lead the singing of ‘For He’s a Jolly Good Fellow’ as the young 
Prince departed, about 15 minutes after he had arrived. So carried away 
with the occasion was 16 year old Humphry Henchman (later a NSW 
Supreme Court Judge) that when the Prince’s car began to move off he 
raced after it, leapt on the back and ‘hitched’ a ride up the school drive. 

After his departure, the NEGS girls and mistresses joined the boys and 
masters for tea in the Dining Hall, where there were plenty of toasts, 
more speeches, and dancing in Big School from 6.30-10.30pm. Everyone, 
clearly, had “had a ripping time”.

(Sources: The Armidalian, The Armidale Chronicle, and ‘A School of Their 
Own’ by DL Graham)

The OBU presented this framed photo of HRH, The Prince of 
Wales to the School to commemorate the visit
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Congratulations
University of NSW engineering students Charlie Wyatt (11-16) and 
Tom Wright (08-17)(below) were members of a team that placed 
third in a computer coding competition run by the NSW Computer 
Science and Engineering Society. Tom is studying Mechatronic 
Engineering, a multi-disciplinary brand of engineering that looks to 
find new solutions to industrial problems using a mix of mechanical, 
electronic and computer systems. Tom is also a ‘battery engineering’ 
intern at Tesla, the electric car and clean energy company owned by 
entrepreneur Elon Musk. Meanwhile Charlie is undertaking a double 
degree in Actuarial Studies and Computer Science. Both boys were 
residents of Philip Baxter College. 

Morgan Wicks (09-14) was recently shortlisted as one of 10 nation-
wide finalists for the Defence Connect Australian Defence Industry 
Graduate of the Year Award following a nomination by his employer 
(ALARP Solutions). Whilst the winner will be announced at the end 
of November, Morgan said he was “absolutely humbled and grateful 
for the recognition of being nominated.”  The award focuses on 
celebrating the outstanding commitment made by a graduate to 
building a successful career in the defence industry. Having finished 
his Electrical Engineering Degree under a full Defence Scholarship 
at UNSW Canberra in 2018, Morgan spent a short time on the 
Department of Defence’s Graduate Program throughout 2019 before 
joining ALARP Solutions as a consultant at the start of this year, 
working with both government and defence industry clients in the 
fields of Systems Engineering and Governance & Assurance. Currently 
he lives with partner Holly in Adelaide but is moving back to the ACT 
at the end of the year, where he intends to continue building his 
career.

 

Condolences
Hugh Wyndham (60-65) passed away on 25 July 2019 after battling a 
long series of illnesses. At TAS he was a noted sportsman, particularly 
in rugby and swimming, and went on to study at UNE and then 
gain a Master of Science degree from the University of Alberta. His 
career included work as a consultant in the area of environmental 
management. In latter years he enjoyed catching up with old school 
friends, including regular lunches at the Kirribilli Club.

A distinguished life was commemorated at the funeral in July of 
Lieutenant Colonel David Rankine MC (42-50) who passed away on 
12 July 2020. Like so many others, David came to TAS from a Sydney 
school after the threat of attacks by the Japanese on Sydney during 
the Second World War.  Upon leaving TAS he indulged a passion for 
both land and sea which included time as a volunteer surf lifesaver, 
a jackeroo in Central Queensland and a stevedore at Hamilton. 
Enjoying his time conscripted into National Service, he re-enlisted 
and was accepted into the Officer Cadet School Portsea where his 
sporting prowess saw him play rugby for the Australian Combined 
Services Team against the All Blacks, (and they won). A distinguished 
military career included service in Malaya (mentioned in despatches), 
PNG and in Vietnam as OC of C Company 8 RAR, where he was 
awarded the Military Cross, (and mentioned in despatches) and 
also received the Republic of Vietnam Cross of Gallantry with Gold 
Star. Between 1970 and 1973 he served as International Staff Officer 
in Washington DC but resigned as Lieutenant Colonel in 1977, 
operating a newsagency at Alderley and establishing an avocado 
orchard at Tamborine Mountain. Two years later the army approached 
him again and he commanded the Ninth Battalion Royal Queensland 
Regiment from 1979 to 1982. Recognising his ongoing concern for 
the welfare of the men of C Company 8 RAR who served under him in 
Vietnam, he was named Queensland Father of the Year in 1991. David 
is survived by his wife Joy, children Susan, Peter and Lynda and their 
families.

A fearless and skilled aviator, an enterprising farmer, a storyteller with 
a big heart, but most of all a loving father and loyal friend – Hamish 
Henderson (89-94) was remembered at a ceremony at his home 
Middlebrook Station, Scone on 7 March. Achieving at whatever he 
turned his hand to – including winning Apprentice of the Year for his 
time with Gough and Gilmour after leaving TAS – Hamish loved life on 
the land, and in the air. At the family property he developed country 
and was instrumental in establishing a feedlot. In the skies, Hamish 
was in command, whether it be in the cockpit of his Piper J-3 Cub 
light aircraft that was awarded by the Antique Aeroplane Association 
for its restoration, or in a helicopter, be it mustering livestock or 
involved in flood rescue efforts or bushfire relief. Interested in the 
lives of others, he had a rapport with children and could make 
strangers feel like they were his best friend. However depression – 
something he was open about - was never far away, and Hamish was 
released from its hold on 27 January 2020. The hope of his family, 
including his partner Rachel and her daughter Molly Northam (TAS 
Year 12), Hamish’s children Isabella, Georgia, Felicity and Charlie 
and his parents Allan and Suzanne, is that his death is not in vain, 
will encourage others to speak, and help de-stigmatise issues about 
mental health. The registration plate of another plane he owned - 
VH-RFD - has been donated to the Royal Flying Doctor Service in his 
memory. May his soul fly high in peace. www.beyondblue.org
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Music and family were constants for Rod Richardson (61-65) who 
died on 8 August 2020 after suffering a stroke. It was while working 
for the Commonwealth Serum Laboratories (CSL) in Canberra during 
the 1970s that two important things happened. The first was that 
he started selling Encyclopaedia Britannicas part time and was so 
successful that he threw in his lab job, often becoming Britannica’s 
salesman of the year. The second was meeting his wife Jane, with 
whom he would go on to have nine children and move back to his 
hometown, Tamworth, when technology spelt the death knell for 
Brittanica. Rod then studied real estate and baking, managed a café, 
continuing with sales as a sideline. Throughout, he shared his musical 
talent (he could play nine instruments) in Canberra and Tamworth, 
most recently being known busking for charity, playing his piano 
accordion. Rod died surrounded by Jane and his children, to whom 
we extend our sympathies, as well as his brother Andrew (64-67). 

Round ‘n’ About
We were saddened to hear of news from Margot Jakins about the 
declining health of her husband Barry Jakins (49-54) who is living 
with dementia. “He has some old copies of The Armidalian which we 
go through at times and he enjoys the memories, as do our three 
children and seven grandchildren. His sporting prowess is well 
known but not much mention of schoolwork! Barry spent his life 
mostly at a property near Talwood until we retired to Toowoomba a 
few years ago", she said. “Barry loved every minute of his time at TAS 
and had many a train trip from mostly Moree where his grandparents 
lived, down to Werris Creek to catch the Sydney Mail train back up to 
Armidale. Another memory was when he was in Sydney for the GPS 
shooting and caught the tram from Manly where they were being 
billeted with (the late) Drayton Taylor's (49-55) family to and from 
the shooting range at Maroubra with their 303’s over their shoulders 
and the rifle bolts in their pockets! How things have changed. Barry 
kept in touch with many of his old school friends and was able to 
attend a few great reunions, but sadly things change.”

Robert Aisi (70-75) is enjoying semi-retirement in Port Moresby 
after a five-year stint working for Exxon Mobil since his return from 
New York, where he was PNG’s ambassador to the UN from 2002-
2015. “I’m doing limited consulting work which I’m trying to restrict 
to five hours a day but am enjoying more opportunity for holidays,” 
Robert writes. “The other day I was chatting to Ed Vrkic, a good work 
colleague who’s now with the UN here in PNG and he found out I was 
an Old Boy of TAS  - he told me his two sons are at TAS and said many 
good things about our School.” 

Terrific to hear from Philip Jackson (72-77) who has just made the 
decision to retire after a 42 year career as an aeronautical engineer 
in Defence. This comprised 20 years in the RAAF and slightly longer 
with the Defence Science and Technology Organisation, part of 
the Australian Department of Defence, where amongst other 
duties he represented Australia on an international committee on 
airworthiness and structural integrity. He and his wife Martine have 
downsized and moved to the Melbourne bayside suburb of Brighton, 
after the last of their four adult children moved out of home.

The coronavirus has been particularly tough on the performing arts 
sector – but creative people are typically working hard to overcome 
adversity, including Matthew Nash (82-84). For the past five years 
Matthew, Production Manager and Festival Manager at Gertrude 
Opera in Victoria and his partner Linda Thompson (CEO and Artistic 
Director) have staged Australia’s only professional opera festival, since 
2018 in the Yarra Valley, but from 16-25 October will present it online. 
“The orchestras have been recorded instrument by instrument, in the 
artist’s home, to a click track. Singers are doing the same, even for the 
complicated ensemble sections - the entire festival is being created 
in Stage 4 Melbourne lockdown. As upsetting as it is, it has opened 
up other exciting opportunities - so suddenly a collaboration with 
Monk Parrots, a New York theatre company, to produce the visual 
accompaniment to our Australian voices in the Australian Premiere 
of David Lang’s Love Fail becomes possible. And while we can’t bring 
our artists together for the filming of Kate Kelly (about the sister of 
Ned) we have three professional cinematographers filming each of 
the artists in Sydney, Binalong Bay (Tasmania) and Melbourne, and 
Linda directs via Zoom". For more: www.gertrudeopera.com.au

After a period of time working overseas Andrew McConville (77-85) 
and family returned to Australia early in 2019 to take up the role of 
CEO at Australian Petroleum Production & Exploration Association 
(APPEA). Andrew describes his role as being responsible for leading 
the Association, its members and the Australian oil and gas industry 
in building community trust and support and developing and 
executing a strategy for growth of the Association. He is the ‘voice’ 
representing the interests of members to key stakeholders including 
Federal and state governments, media, other industries, NGOs and 
advocacy groups and the wider community. Andrew has not only 
returned to Australia but to TAS in his second stint as a Member 
of The Armidale School company, the body of 24 wise heads that 
sits above the School Board – this time as a representative of the 
TAS Foundation, having previously represented the OAU before he 
resigned to move overseas.

Tim Jenkinson (90-91) has been Head of Boarding and a Year 6 
teacher at The King’s School Tudor House since January 2017.

Relishing life in Western Australia for the past five years, Jackson 
Gilbey (00-13) is now an analyst at Blackoak Capital, a Perth-based 
Australian real estate private equity firm. Jackson’s role at the 
investment house has him responsible for providing financial analysis 
and research in relation to acquisitions, capital raising and asset 
management of all investments. Prior to Blackoak Capital, Jackson 
worked at Colliers International in the Investment Services division. 
Jackson graduated with a Bachelor of Commerce (Finance) from 
the University of Western Australia in 2017, whilst undertaking an 
exchange at the University of California, Los Angeles. Away from the 
office he was a member of the first-grade rugby team, Associates, 
that won the Premier Grade grand final in 2017, and also also keeps 
fit playing local league basketball and by park runs around the Swan 
River.

GPS Golf Day
The GPS Old Boys Golf Day planned for Manly Gold Club on 8 October 
had to be cancelled due to the pandemic. John Steuart (61-65) is 
hoping that an event can be held next March; to register your interest 
email: johnsteu@bigpond.net.au



Edward Boydell with his great-grandfather’s album

A rare glimpse into the past
While the early years of TAS are well represented in the archives by 
formal images taken by professionals, candid photos taken by students 
of their fellows are few and far between. So it was absolutely wonderful 
that this term we have been shared glimpses of TAS in 1911, through 
the lens of George Lind Taylor (1907-11), of ‘Terrible Vale’ Kentucky. 
The earliest action photos of sport (the athletics championships on 
what is now Adamsfield), cadet camp on ‘Sauzmarez’, a casual snap of 
Headmaster Rev TK Abbott and camping in the bush are among the 
images that appear in Mr Taylor’s album, which was kindly lent to TAS by 
his granddaughter Mrs Jane Boydell. GL Taylor was one of four sons of 
Mr FG Taylor to have attended TAS, whose current descendants on the 
roll include GL’s great-grandson Edward Boydell and great-great-great 
nephew Remy Taylor and his sisters Lydie and Nina.

Top left: Bus leaving for Dumaresq 
Top right: TK Abbott, TAS Cadet Corps 
Above: 'Officers Mess, TAS Encampment, Saumarez' 
Above right: TAS Sports 1909


